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WARNING: Improper connection of the appliance-grounding 
conductor can result in a risk of electric shock. Check with a 
ýĉ´æÚĭÊÆ ÊæÊÁĆþÚÁÚ´ì ñþ āÊþęÚÁÊ þÊûþÊāÊìĆ´ĆÚęÊ ÚÔ Ġñĉ ´þÊ Úì ÆñĉÀĆ 
whether the appliance is properly grounded. Do not modify the plug 
ûþñęÚÆÊÆ ĚÚĆØ ĆØÊ ´ûûæÚ´ìÁÊǜ ÚÔ ÚĆ ĚÚææ ìñĆ ĭĆ ĆØÊ ñĉĆæÊĆǚ Ø´ęÊ ´ ûþñûÊþ 
ñĉĆæÊĆ ÚìāĆ´ææÊÆ ÀĠ ´ ýĉ´æÚĭÊÆ ĆÊÁØìÚÁÚ´ìǙ

A.  The power-supply receptacle for the appliance shall be installed 
in a cabinet or on a wall adjacent to the undercounter space in 
which the appliance is to be installed;

B.  There shall be an opening through the partition between the 
Áñëû´þĆëÊìĆā āûÊÁÚĭÊÆ Úì Ǩ!ǩ ĆØ´Ć Úā æ´þÕÊ ÊìñĉÕØ Ôñþ ĆØÊ 
attachment plug to pass through. The longest dimension of the 
opening shall not be more than 1-1/2 in (38 mm);

.Ǚ  pØÊ ÊÆÕÊā ñÔ ĆØÊ ñûÊìÚìÕ āûÊÁÚĭÊÆ Úì Ǩ-ǩ āØ´ææǚ ÚÔ ĆØÊ û´þĆÚĆÚñì 
is wood, be smooth and rounded, or, if the partition is metal, be 





Installation Continued 

3. Mounting the Faucet

NOTE:  Not all parts provided with the faucet may be needed for installation.

(A)   Slide chrome plate and black rubber washer onto faucet by threading both 
drain tubes through the holes on the plate and washer.

(B)   AttaÁØ æ´þÕÊ ÆÚ´ëÊĆÊþ ĚØÚĆÊ ƫǦƮǽ Æþ´Úì ĆĉÀÊ Ćñ À´þÀ ĭĆĆÚìÕ ´Ć ĆØÊ Ô´ĉÁÊĆ À´āÊǙ 
(C)   Slide white extension spacer onto long threaded section of faucet. Open end of 

extension should come in contact with base of faucet.

(D)   Screw washer, and locking nut onto end of faucet threads.

(E)   Screw quick connector onto end of faucet threads. 

(F)   Wet end of 1/4" white tube. Push into bottom of quick connector. Tug gently to 
be sure connection is complete. Insert 1/4" quick coupling lock plate between 
quick connect port and claw of tubing.

NOTE:  pñ þÊëñęÊ ĆØÊ ĆĉÀÊǚ ûĉāØ ñì ĆØÊ ĭĆĆÚìÕāǾ Áñææ´þ ´ìÆ ûĉææ ĆØÊ ĆĉÀÊ ñĉĆǙ
(G)    Holding the faucet, feed the tube through the hole in the sink. Position the 

faucet handle at a desired location.

(H)   Center the faucet. Tighten the locking nut with a wrench until it is tight.

4. Installing the Drain Clamp

NOTE: If you have a single-basin sink with a disposal unit, call Technical Support for 
options.

NOTE: Before installing the drain clamp, check the drainpipes under the sink for 
corrosion. Corroded pipes should be replaced before continuing with installation.
(A)   Attach the drain clamp to a vertical section of the drainpipe, about 6" above 

the trap. Make sure the opening on the drain clamp is facing towards the drinking 
water faucet.

(B)   sāÚìÕ ĆØÊ ĭĆĆÚìÕ ØñæÊ ñÔ ĆØÊ Æþ´Úì Áæ´ëû ´ā ´ ÕĉÚÆÊǚ ÆþÚææ ´ ƫǦƮǽ ØñæÊ ĆØþñĉÕØ ñìÊ 
side of the drainpipe. 

(C)   Remove the drain clamp from the drainpipe and enlarge the hole with a 
3/8" drill bit. sāÊ ´ ĭæÊ Ćñ þÊëñęÊ þñĉÕØ ÊÆÕÊā Ôþñë ĆØÊ ÆþÚææÊÆ ØñæÊǙ

(D)   Make sure the black rubber gasket is adhered to the inside of the drain clamp 
and place the drain clamp assembly over the drilled hole. Look through the hole 
and position the clamp so that the center of the clamp hole is slightly higher 
(about 1/16") than the center of the drilled hole. Tighten the clamp securely.

(E)  Screw the plastic compression nut onto the drain clamp until hand-tight. 

5. Connecting the System to the Drain
CAUTION: This is a gravity drain line. Any loops, kinks or sharp bends must be 
eliminated before proceeding. 

(A)  Locate the 1/4" red tubing. 

(B)   Insert one end of the tubing into the "Drain" port on the back of the system.  
Insert 1/4" quick coupling lock plate between the quick coupling and the jack 
catch of the tubing.

(C)  Run the other end of the tubing to the desired drain location.

6. Installing the System

WARNING: When selecting a installation location of the system, take into 
consideration the length of tubing required for connection between components. 
Some installation sites may require more tubing than provided in the kit. 

(A)   Select a location under the sink, or other suitable area where the system will 
be installed. 

NOTE: The system carton can be used to determine the operational footprint 
required for installation of the system and replacement cartridges. 
(Figure 6) Carton is oversized 4-6" in each direction for packing materials.
(B)   pØÊ āĠāĆÊë āØñĉæÆ ÀÊ āÊĆ ñì ´ ĭþëǚ āñæÚÆ āĉþÔ´ÁÊ ĆØ´Ć Úā ´ÀæÊ Ćñ āĉûûñþĆ ĆØÊ 

weight of the system.
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Installation Continued 

7. Connecting the Faucet to the System
(A)   Determine the length of plastic white tubing needed to connect from the 

system to the faucet. Be sure to allow enough tubing to prevent kinking and 
cut the tubing squarely. Use a marker to mark one end of the tubing 5/8" from 
the end. Wet the end of the 1/4" tube and push into the port on the back of the 





Error Type Indicator Lights Fault Indicator Recover Method

Timeout fault ƭ þÊÆ ÚìÆÚÁ´Ćñþā Į´āØ Go out
Power off and then power back 

on the system

Frequent start-stop ƭ ûĉþûæÊ ÚìÆÚÁ´Ćñþā Į´āØ Go out
Power off and then power back 

on the system

Water leakage Ʈ þÊÆ ÚìÆÚÁ´Ćñþā Į´āØ iÊÆ ÚìÆÚÁ´Ćñþā Į´āØ Locate and repair water leak

Low temperature ƭ ÚìÆÚÁ´Ćñþā Į´āØ iÊÆ ÚìÆÚÁ´Ćñþā Į´āØ
Power off and then power back 

on the system

Lifetime status Life Time Left (Days) Treatment Capacity 
Remaining Warning Type

Filter cartridge indicator Buzzer

Normal Greater than 15 days
Greater than  

150 liters 
Continuous Blue light on No warning reminder

Early Warning
Greater than 0 and less 

than 15 days
Greater than 0 and 
less than 15 liters

Continuous Purple light on
Beeps twice during water 

production (beep 0.3 
seconds, stop 1 second)

Alarming Zero days Zero Continuous Red light on
Beeps during production 
(beep 0.3 seconds, stop 1 

second)

Filter Cartridge Lifetime Display

TDS LED Color

Blue < 100 ppm Purple > 100 < 150 ppm Red > 150 ppm

Water Quality Indicator Display





Troubleshooting

Leaks	from	tubing	fittings
1. Relieve pressure by turning off the water supply to the system 
´ìÆ ñûÊìÚìÕ Ô´ĉÁÊĆ ĉìĆÚæ Ě´ĆÊþ ĮñĚ āĆñûāǙ fæ´ÁÊ ´ ÀĉÁåÊĆ ñþ 
towel under the system to catch any water drips.

2. 3ÊûþÊāā ÁñææÊĆ ñì āĠāĆÊë ñþ ÚìæÊĆ āĉûûæĠ ´Æ´ûĆÊþ ĆĉÀÚìÕ ĭĆĆÚìÕā 
´ìÆ ûĉææ ĆĉÀÚìÕ Ôþñë ĭĆĆÚìÕǙ GìāûÊÁĆ āĉþÔ´ÁÊ ñÔ ĆĉÀÚìÕ Ôñþ 
scratches or debris. Clean or cut back tubing to access clean 
surface.

3. }ÊĆ ĆØÊ ÊìÆ ñÔ ĆØÊ ÚìæÊĆ ĆĉÀÚìÕ ´ìÆ ûþÊāā ÚìĆñ ĆØÊ ÚìæÊĆ ĭĆĆÚìÕ 
ñÔ ĆØÊ āĠāĆÊëǙ 7ìāĉþÊ ĆØÊ ĆĉÀÚìÕ Úā ÔĉææĠ ûĉāØÊÆ û´āĆ ĆØÊ ĭĆĆÚìÕ 
O-rings. Place system into operation and check for leaks. If leaks 
persist, turn off the water supply and contact Technical Support 
at 1-800-279-9404.

Leaks	on	quick-connect	fittings
1. Close the cold water supply.

2. Depress plastic collar and pull out tubing.

3.  Cut off 1" of tubing and place a mark 5/8" from end of tubing. 
Tubing should be cut squarely. The internal and external burrs 
should be removed.

ƮǙ fĉāØ ĆĉÀÚìÕ ƯǦƲǽ ÚìĆñ ĭĆĆÚìÕǙ

5.  Open the cold water supply. If leaks persist, call Technical 
Support.

High TDS in Product Water
If high levels of TDS (Total Dissolved Solids) are detected in your 
product water as determined by a TDS Monitor, the cartridge 
membrane may need to be replaced. See your dealer or plumber to 
check product water TDS.

Reduced production
læñĚ ñþ ìñ ûþñÆĉÁĆ Ě´ĆÊþ ĮñĚ ĉāĉ´ææĠ ÚìÆÚÁ´ĆÊā ´ ÁæñÕÕÊÆ Á´þĆþÚÆÕÊǙ 
iÊûæ´ÁÊ ĆØÊ .A ´ìÆ .- ĭæĆÊþ Á´þĆþÚÆÕÊāǙ

Gradual return of taste and odor
Gradual return of unpleasant taste and odor over a period of time 
may indicate that your cartridges need to be replaced. 

Sudden return of taste and odor
If shortly after complete servicing noticeable taste and odors 
return, contact Technical Support.
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Tankless RO Replacement Parts

For replacement parts, call 1-800-279-9404

Part Number Description Quantity Image 

4006967 SMART FAUCET 1



lĠāĆÊë ĆÊāĆÊÆ ´ìÆ ÁÊþĆÚĭÊÆ ÀĠ WlA GìĆÊþì´ĆÚñì´æ 
against NSF/ANSI Standard 58 for the reduction of the 
Áæ´Úë āûÊÁÚĭÊÆ ñì ĆØÊ fÊþÔñþë´ìÁÊ 3´Ć´ lØÊÊĆǙ

 C            US

IMPORTANT: Testing is performed under standard laboratory 
conditions, actual performance may vary.
Read this performance data and compare the capabilities of this 
system with your actual water treatment needs. The Tankless RO 
system contains a replaceable treatment component, critical for the 
effective reduction of TDS and that product water shall be tested 
periodically to verify that the system is 
performing properly.

It is recommended that before installing a water treatment system, 
you have your water supply tested to determine your actual water 
treatment needs.

This system has been tested according to NSF/ANSI 58 for the 
reduction of substances listed below. The concentration of the 
indicated substances in water entering the system was reduced to 
a concentration less than or equal to the permissible limit for water 
æÊ´ęÚìÕ ĆØÊ āĠāĆÊë ´ā āûÊÁÚĭÊÆ Úì WlAǦ!WlG ƯƲǙ

WARNING: Do not use with water that is microbiologically unsafe or 
of unknown quality without adequate disinfection before or after the 
system. 

NOTE: Substances reduced are not necessarily in your water. Filter 
must be maintained according to manufacturer’s instructions, 



Notes
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 For Pentair§ Product Warranties visit:
Pentair para las gasantías de los productos visite:

Pour Pentair garanties produit visitez le site: } pentair.com


